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Possible Granite
Will Not Be Pub
lished This Year

Gen. Robert I. Rees
Speaks to Various
Campus Gatherings
Lectures to Technology
Students and
Faculty

New Potters Wheel
Design Planned by
Univ. Machine Shop
130

Speaker is Vice-President Editor W. Thompson Shows
of American Tel. &
Need for Immediate
Tel. Company
Support
General Robert I. Rees, assistant
vice-president o f the American Tele
phone and Telegraph Company, was
the speaker at several gatherings at
the University on last Tuesday.
Speaking to the seniors and a small
group of juniors of the College of
Technology, General Rees outlined to
them the way in which they should
go about locating employment and
how they should study the organiza
tion and jobs of the men ahead of
them to insure their advance along
the lines of their special talents and
desires. He described briefly the six
different kinds o f work done by en
gineers, ranging from research to
sales, in large industrial companies,
and spoke o f the aptitudes and other
qualifications needed by each. From
studies made by his company, he
prophesied that the 1935 graduates
must work hard to find jobs, the 1936
men would find it easier to become
located and that by 1938 the gradu
ates in engineering would be placed
without any difficulty.
General Rees went on to say that
even though the seniors would find it
difficult to locate jobs, that there were
jobs to be had, and that they should
begin writing letters, and wellplanned letters, to employers who
might have vacancies to fill. Before
starting on such a campaign, which
should be commenced immediately,
one should decide pretty definitely
what he wants to do and ask for that
kind o f a job. General Rees’ talk was
one of the most inspiring and heart
ening that Technology students have
heard in a long time.
A t a four o’clock meeting in the
Physics Lecture Room, General Rees
spoke to the Technology Faculty and
members of other faculties who are
giving work to Technology students.
Instructors giving fundamental work
as English, chemistry, mathematics
and physics were highly praised at
this meeting. The General expressed
the opinion that employers of tech
nically trained men were especially
insistent in their desire fo r men with
thorough fundamental training, even
if this were given at the expense in
time of more advanced courses. The
fundamental character o f our engi
neering curricula and the absence of
highly specialized courses came in fo r
praise by the speaker.
In the evening at the Faculty Club,
General Rees led the discussion, after
an opening address, on problems con
fronting college men after gradua
tion. Such matters as the placement
in jobs fitted to the qualifications of
such men even though their training
was in other fields, the continuation
o f study to prepare fo r opportunities
fo r advancement, the opening up of
employment for men with special
talents fo r which the need is not well
established at this time and the prob
ability o f better times for the college
trained man in the near future, were
discussed with great interest by those
present.
He spoke, also, on the
problem of possible liberalization of
the engineering curriculum, suggest
ing that liberal studies be included
along with the engineering subjects
in order to make the graduates fit
better into the social world after
graduation. He was enthusiastically
received and at the completion of his
contribution to the discussion was ap
plauded a number of times “ Such
men,” stated Dean Case, “ bring to the
University campus encouragement
and inspiration that it seems cannot
be obtained in any way other than by
personal contact.”
General Rees, who started his mili
tary experience as rear line private
at the beginning of the Spanish
American War, completed his engi
neering training at Michigan School
of Mines and taking a year at Har(Continued on Page 2)
Gen. Reese

Lack of Payment from
Juniors Threatens
Publication

Machine Will be Used by
New Hampshire Arts &
Crafts League

From a statement made Wednes
day by William Thompson, editor-inchief of the 1936 Granite, it became
Designs fo r a new style potters
apparent that unless there is an im wheel, planned fo r use in the pottery
provement in financial conditions on center of the New Hampshire Arts
the year book, there will be no pub and Crafts League, and for use in
lication. In addition it was pointed other pottery establishments, were
out that failure this year will mean completed at the University machine
the indefinite discontinuance of the shop this week. The machine, so -de
Granite.
signed that the price will be within
When interviewed, Thompson gave reach of the person whose hobby is
the following statement: “ There are pottery moulding, will be constructed
still over 130 juniors who have not at the machine shop. One of the first
contributed a penny to the financing machines will be installed in the lab
of the 1936 Granite. Without their oratory of the pottery department
support, we cannot, of course, hope in James Hall.
The pottery center, one of the newer
to go much further. Upon that 130
depends the success o f the year branches of the League of New Hamp
shire Arts and Crafts, was opened in
book.”
Since the price o f the year book November, 1932, and is located in
and cut amounts to $6.50 per person, Room 12 of James Hall. In the class
the amount of money involved is over are eight beginning students and sev
eral advanced potters.
$800.
Before the opening of the pottery
Professor Arthur W. Johnson,
treasurer and financial advisor of the department, an investigation of the
Associated Student Organizations, of clays of the state was made by an
which the Granite is a member, M.I.T. graduate, an experienced potstrongly asserted, when questioned, Iter. Through the investigation he
that “ unless more financial support is found that an abundance of clay which
immediately given to the publication, j cf n be^ used fo r making pottery is
I do not feel justified in advising the sobtainable m many sections of the
signing of any further contracts.” He
Pn
? basis o f this knowledge
expressed the hope that the the Arts and Crafts League was led
junior class would furnish the coop to the installation of a division of pot
tery manufacture as one of its many
eration at an early date.
“ The staff of the Granite,” said home art subjects.
All clay used in the department is
Bill Thompson, “ has been working
night and day against overwhelming imported from the Star Brick Yard
odds to achieve publication at an at Epping. Here, it is ground, mixed
early date. Four sections of the with 20% fine sand, refined, strained,
seven in the year book are nearly and worked into articles.
Glazes, used to color the potters
ready fo r printing. The only draw
works, while not completely _ New
back is the lack of funds.
Hampshire ingredients, Contain at
The editorial board of the Granite least some material which may be
expressed its hope that this year found in this state. The color range
would not be marked by the loss of now obtainable is not so limited as it
one o f the University’s oldest tradi was at the start of the department
tional organizations.
and now contains many variations of
tints.
The laboratory is at present equip
ped with a potters wheel which is run
by an electric motor, a clay crusher, a
compressed air sprayer fo r coloring
the pottery, and an excellent small kiln
fired with p yrofax p-as.
Types of ware made include flower
Defeats Marine Detachment holders and containers, book-ends,
candle
stick holders, tea sets, tiles,
of Naval Prison—Wins
tea cups and saucers, ash trays, and
Match With Norwich
other objects. Attention is placed
upon only the articles which are use
Following a rifle match held here ful and of true New Hampshire feel
February 21 with the Marine Prison ing. Many copies have been made of
Detachment, in which the University the old milk pans, gin jugs, and bean
team shot a high score of 1040 to the pots.
When a student has made a worth
Marine’s score of 987, the Wildcat
team defeated the Norwich rifle team while article, the piece is consigned
by a score of 896 to 852 in a match to one of the League’s shops, of which
held at the rifle range last Saturday there are many throughout the state.
The artist who constructs the article
evening.
In the match with the Marine Pris realizes 80% on the sale of the object.
For students of the University, the
on Detachment, the New Hampshire
team was lead in the scoring by Sea- course in pottery making is limited.
Any
person showing promise in crea
vey who shot a 185. The high scorer
for the Marines in this match was tive work is allowed to enroll in the
course
conducted by the New Hamp
Miller with a score of 175. Other
shire Home Industries. The course
of study includes preparation of clay
and glazes, hand building, throwing
on the potters wheel, mold making and
Notice
casting, and all types of ceramic de
coration and kiln firing.
The Department of Physical
Education for Men wishes to
ranking shots fo r the Wildcat team
announce that all lettermen,
were Gibson and Trow.
who are to be admitted to finals
The match with Norwich, won for
of the Interscholastic Basket
the University by a margin of 44
ball Tournament free, will not
points, saw Gibson as high man with
be admitted into the gymnasium
a score of 185. High scorer fo r N or
until one-half hour after the
wich was Raddin with a score o f 176.
main door has been opened on
Seavey was also high fo r New Hamp
Saturday night.
The doors
shire with his score of 181, while
will open at 6.30.
Hason of Norwich ranked second on
his team with his score of 173.

Wildcat Rifle Team
Wins Two Matches

Nicholas Roosevelt
Talks at Open Forum
in Men’s Gymnasium
International Diplomat
Declares Germany
Doomed
Overproduction Caused by
War is the Reason for
Present Depression
“ It is my opinion that a more demo
cratic method of effecting the plans of
the government through a medium of
suggestion, not force, should be em
ployed,” said Nicholas Roosevelt, in
ternational diplomat and New York
editorialist, at the open forum held
in the men’s gymnasium, Wednesday
evening, February 27. The subject
for discussion was “ Dangers o f Eco
nomic Nationalism.”
Saying that a mad wage of economic
nationalism had swept over Europe
during the past few years, Mr. Roose
velt went on to show the action of
Austria in finally setting up high bar
riers of trade in the form of tariffs.
Germany is approaching national dis
aster, said Mr. Roosevelt, because of
its stagnation and prolonged depres
sion in the trough of complete selfsufficiency. According to Mr. Roose
velt, the theory of “ planned economy”
is primarily that production would
balance with consumption. This has
been tried in agriculture.
He said
that if cotton prices are raised in
the domestic market, immediately
foreign markets, which had previously
produced no cotton, would start pro
duction in competition. In regard to
the disposition of the western farmer,
Mr. Roosevelt quoted this from a dis
cussion with a friend relating to the
policy of the A. A. A .: “ The biggest
liar gets the most from the govern
ment.”
The economic depression is a prim
ary result of the World W ar was the
opinion advanced by Mr. Roosevelt.
He said that production had been
stepped up too quickly and that with
the post-war tendency toward eco
nomic nationalism, the economic secu
rity of the world was upset. In re
futing the popular argument of the
protectionist that exports should be
increased over imports to establish a
favorable balance of trade, he said
that if imports were decreased, ex
ports must also be decreased, because
money would naturally be scarcer in
those countries desirous of buying our
exports, but unable to do so since their
exports have not a market.
Mr.
Roosevelt favors the present trend
toward the establishment of a normal
international exchange.
“ Because of economic nationalism,
the standard of living in Europe has
been lowered” is Mr. Roosevelt’s con
tention. He cited the fact that in
rural districts poverty was so great
that no shoes or kerosene were avail
able for the people. A typical rural
income is as follows: the farm er is
given a shack fo r living quarters, an
allowance of flour, one quart of milk
daily fo r the entire family, and a
yearly wage of only $7; and this was
in good times.
In closing Mr. Roosevelt said that
the one good feature of the whole
process today is people are becoming
more interested in things and are
beginning to look more closely into
them. He feels that people should
not accept things as they come out,
but that they should take an active
interest in all national problems. The
final suggestion made by Mr. Roose
velt was that a more persuasive
method be used in relating the orders
o f the government, especially in the
agricultural sections.
Mr. Roosevelt, who is the son of
the late J. West Roosevelt, cousin to
ex-president Theodore Roosevelt, has
reached a prominent diplomatic posi
tion in international circles. A fter
completing his duties as minister to
Hungary in 1933, he resumed his
literary work as a journalist and edi
torialist in which field he has built
up an enviable reputation.

Prof. Ed. Bowler to
Continue Surveys
Work Started Dec. 1, 1933
Under U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey

MASK AND DAGGER
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
in Noel Coward’s Cleverest Comedy

H A Y FEVER
Murkland Auditorium
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

March 6, March 7 and March 8
AT 8.00 P. M.
TICKETS NOW ON SALE— For Wednesday night at The College Phar
m acy; for Thursday night at The College Shop; for Friday night
at The Wildcat. And at the door prior to each performance.

ALL SEATS RESERVED

FIFTY CENTS

Mrs. Abby L. Wilder, director of
the New Hampshire Emergency Relief
Administration, has authorized Ed
mond W. Bowler, professor o f Civil
Engineering, to continue fo r another
three-months, period the Control Sur
veys begun December 1, 1933, by the
Civil Works Administration under the
guidance of the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey. A t that time
the Coast Survey appointed Professor
Bowler their representative to direct
the project in New Hampshire, and
with the exception of a four-months
period during the spring of 1934 the
work has been carried on through the
funds made available by the New
Hampshire administration. A large
number of graduates of the University
as well as other professional people
in New Hampshire have been engaged
on this work.
The purpose of these surveys is to
supplement the precise triangulation
and leveling network of the Coast Sur
vey, making available to the communi
ties a sufficient number of permanent
monuments of known latitude, lon
gitude and elevation so that the local
engineers and surveyors can use these
monuments in making local surveys.
If this practice were adopted, much
of the confusion existing today in
deeds and surveys would be avoided
and much of the duplication o f effort
made unnecessary.
The Coast Survey maintains in New
Hampshire 20 magnetic stations where
studies of magnetic declination and
dip have been made from 1765 in some
cases.
During the coming three
months, this project will make new
studies at each o f these stations,
bringing all the records up to date,
and will establish several new ones,
as they seem desirable. Another in-

Tournament Opens With 16
Teams Competing for Prize
Doris Fowler and Ed Gale Have
Leads in Masque & Dagger Play

Appleton and Franklin Play
First Game of Series
This Morning

played in “ Mrs. Moonlight” and “ The
Late Christopher Bean.”
She is a
member of Chi Omega sorority.
Bernard Snierson, one of Mask and
Dagger’s more famous juveniles,
transferred to the University from
Cornell where he also engaged in dra
matics. He lists as one of his hobbies
the gentle sport of moose-hunting
among the wilds of the third floor
in Hetzel. Bernard is a member of
the class of ’35 and makes his home
in Laconia. Little need be said con
cerning Don Mclsaac since he has
appeared in the two recent Mask and
Dagger productions, “ The Late Chris
topher Bean” and “ Quality Street,”
at which time he received much
publicity in “ East of the Water
Tower.” Don is a junior and a mem
ber of Kappa Sigma fraternity. His
home is Concord, N. H.
The three new recruits to the
Murkland stage are all freshmen.
Christine Rassias who plays the role
of Sorel Bliss comes to the University
from Manchester, N. H.
Another
Manchester product is John Cheney,
who plays the role of Sandy Tyrell.
Dorothy Whitley, of Dover, has the
role of Myra Arundel.
All three have had previous drama
tic experience. Cheney was a member
of the Maskers, the dramatic organi
zation at Manchester Central; Whitley
had a part in her senior play at Dover
High; and Rassias played the part of
Sylvia in Noel Coward’s “ I’ll Leave
It To You” at the Norwalk High
School in Norwalk, Conn.
Cheney is a member of A. T. O.
fraternity. Miss Whitley is an Alpha
Omega sorority pledge. Her hobby
is collecting china statues of dogs.

Claremont in Class A, and
Lincoln or Peterborough
Favored to Win

Of the nine students cast in “ Hay
Fever” to be given here March 6, 7,
8, six are already seasoned members
of Mask and Dagger. Doris Fowler
returns to the Murkland stage after
a two-term vacation to play the role
o f Judith Bliss, actress mother o f the
hilarious Bliss family. Opposite Miss
Fowler will play Ed Gale as David
Bliss, writer and one time parent of
the two artistic children, Sorel and
Simon.
Doris and Ed are old members of
Mask and Dagger. Ed Gale began
his career in b niversity dramatics in
1931 and since that time has played
in “ Rollo’s Wild Oats,” “ Three Live
Ghosts,” and Michael and Mary.” He
is a senior, member o f Theta Chi, and
comes to the University from Concord,
N. H. Doris Fowler will be remem
bered fo r her work last winter term
in “ Mr. Pim Passes By” and to the
older members of the campus fo r her
parts in “ Michael and Mary,” “ Ladies
o f the Jury,” and “ Mrs. Moonlight.”
Doris’ home is in Dover and she is a
member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
The other four members o f Mask
and Dagger taking part in “ Hay
Fever” are Bernard Snierson as
Simon Bliss, Arlene Rowbotham as
Clara, Don M clsaac as Richard Greatham, and Lucille Sterling as Jackie
Croyton. Miss Rowbotham is best
known fo r her work as a character
actress. Her interpretation of these
difficult roles has won fo r her much
praise in past productions.
When
asked about her hobbies, she will in
variably list dieting as one.
Her
home is in Somersworth.
Lucille
Sterling, ’35, of Portsmouth, has

Dir. John C. Kendall Nine Fraternities
Has Served 25 Years Elect New Officers
Fraternity elections were held this
As Experiment Head week,
and the results are as follows:
Recall Time When Small
Staff Carried on
AH Work
Rounding out 25 years of service as
Director of the Agricultural Experi
ment Station, Director John C. Ken
dall of the Experiment Station and the
Extension Service can recall the time
when he was the whole Extension
staff and when the experimental work
was carried on by sixteen men in con
junction with their teaching duties.
Today the Experiment Station staff
consists o f 69 full-time and part-time
technical workers, and the Extension
staff has 57 men and women trained
in farm ing and homemaking.
It is to these workers that the 15,000
farms of the state turn fo r technical
help in the complex problems of soil,
crops, control of insects and diseases,
breeding and management of animals,
adaptation of varieties, fertilizer prac
tices, farm machinery, farm manage
ment, marketing, etc. They are the
recognized “ brain trust” of the state’s
agriculture; and since the establish
ment o f the Experiment Station in
1887, there has been a steadily in
creasing dependence upon it fo r sci
entific advice and assistance.
The original appropriation by Con
gress proved so valuable that it has
been followed by two others, providing
a total o f $90,000 a year to each state
fo r the purposes of agricultural re
search. The Station is organized as
a branch of the University, and re
ceives also a state allotment of $5,800
for special service work.
Researches are not confined to
purely state problems; but under the
terms of the federal appropriations,
must to a certain extent deal with
fundamental questions that frequently
take the workers into the field of pure
science. On the other hand, an eye
is constantly kept to practical farm
questions. Perhaps one of the finest
tributes to the work is the fact that
individual poultrymen of the state
pay nearly $16,000 annually in fees
fo r testing service which they wish
to have carried on in the station lab
ora to rie s. Results have shown that
it is money well spent.
Director Kendall, who is a graduate
of New Hampshire of the class of
1902, was called by the Board of
Trustees to take charge of the Experi
ment Station in 1910, and the follow 
ing year was also appointed director
of extension work. Since that time the
work has expanded to a point where
some eighty different research projects
are being conducted. Investigational
work has been carried into many new
fields among them poultry, agricul
tural economics and agricultural en
gineering.
The
New
Hampshire
Station was selected by Dr. F. G.
Benedict of the Carnegie Institution
o f Washington fo r cooperative inves
tigations in the field of animal nutri
tion, and the present Nutrition Lab
oratory with its unique equipment for
metabolism studies is the result.
Again, a few years later it was the
New Hampshire Station that was
chosen by the national committee on
rural electrification fo r its New E ng
land studies— a development which
has had profound effects upon the
rural electrical development of the
state and given New Hampshire a
premier place in recent national sta
tistics.
Not only is research work conducted
on the University Farm in cooperation
with the various departments of the
Agricultural College, but many inves
tigations reach throughout the state.
A t the present time, fo r instance, soil
fertility and crop experiments are
located at four key points in the state,
(Continued on Page 4)
Director Kendall
teresting part o f the work will be the
computing of the least square adI justments of the leveling nets which
were established last summer.

Phi Mu Delta; President, Richard
Loring, and vice-president, Wendell
Knight.
Theta
Chi:
President,
William Kidder, and vice-president,
William Wier. Kappa Sigma: Presi
dent, Paul Traver, and vice-president,
Thomas Burns. Sigma Alpha Epsilon:
President, Guy Pederzani, and vicepresident, Prentiss Drew. Lambda
Chi Alpha: President, Phillip Shannon,
and vice-president, Allan Low. Delta
Epsilon Pi: President, Van Buren
Hopps, and vice-president, R. Henry
Eastman. Alpha Tau Omega: Presi
dent, Joseph Miller, and vice-president,
Roy Norton. Alpha Gamma Rho:
President, Leonard Gray, and vicepresident, Henry Robbins. Phi Alpha:
President, Charles Melnick, arid vicepresident, Arthur Salden.
Elections were not held at this time
in the following fraternities: Pi Kappa
Alpha, Theta Upsilon Omega, Theta
Kappa Phi, Alpha Kappa Pi, Phi Delta
Upsilon, and Tau Kappa Epsilon.

Campus Calendar
Friday, March 1
U. N. H. Interscholastic Basketball
Tournament— Durham.
Saturday, March 2
Varsity Basketball vs. Springfield
College.
U. N. H. Interscholastic Basketball
Tournament— Durham.
Varsity Boxing vs. Springfield Col
lege.
Chi Omega Term House Dance,
8:00 P. M.
Sunday, March 3
Mask and Dagger rehearsal (pho
tography) Murkland Aud., 6:00 P .M .
Monday, March 4
Debate with Bates, Commons Or
ganization Room, 8:00 P. M.
Rehearsal of Mask and Dagger,
Murkland Aud., 7:00 P. M.
Tuesday, March 5
Phi Kappa Phi Meeting, Commons
Organization Room, 6:30 P. M.
Rehearsal of Mask and Dagger,
Murkland Aud., 7:00 P. M.
Fraternity and Pledge meetings.
Wednesday, March 6
Mask and Dagger presents “ Hay
Fever” by Noel Coward, Murkland
Aud., 8:00 P. M.
Thursday, March 7
Mask and Dagger presents “ Hay
Fever,” Murkland Aud., 8:00 P. M.
Friday, March 8
Mask and Dagger presents “ Hay
Fever,” Murkland Aud., 8:00 P. M.
Rifle Match with Marines (B ar
racks)— Durham.

Soda Fountain

When the referee’s whistle blew at
ten o’clock this morning to start the
game between Appleton and Franklin
in Class B, another Interscholastic
tournament was under way, with six
teen teams ready to compete for the
honor of state champions.
Although those who know most
about the tournament will make no
predictions fo r publication, Durham
fans fa vor the strong Stevens High
o f Claremont in Class A, while
they feel that Class B will be a
battle between Lincoln and Peterboro.
Stevens will open the Class A pro
gram by meting Plymouth in the third
game of the afternoon. Lincoln drew
the strong Bethlehem club fo r the
second morning game, while Peter
borough will stack up against Groveton, another powerful quintet in the
game to be played at 2 o’clock this
afternoon.
Appleton, Franklin, Lincoln, Beth
lehem, Peterborough, Groveton, Hills
borough, and Somersworth comprise
the Class B competitors, while Clare
mont, Plymouth, Dover, Berlin, Ports
mouth, St. Joseph’s, Manchester West
and Lebanon round out the Class B
card.
Most o f the teams arrived in Dur
ham last night, and spent the night
in the respective fraternity houses.
Some of the nearby teams arrived
this morning, while Dover and Ports
mouth will commute as usual, as will
the Somersworth team.
Today all the preliminary games
will be played, ending with the West
Side-Lebanon game tonight.
Tomorrow morning the semi-finals
will be played in both classes while
the Class B final will follow the box
ing. bouts with Springfield, and will
start at 4:15.
The final event o f the program, the
varsity game with Springfield, sched
uled fo r 8:30, will be preceded by the
Class A final, which will start at 7:00.
The program is as follow s:
Event No. 1, Adm. 25c
Appleton vs. Franklin, 10 a. m.
Lincoln vs. Bethlehem, 11 a. m.
Event No. 2, Adm. 40c
Peterborough vs.
Groveton, 2 p. m.
Hillsborough vs. f
Somersworth, 3 p. m.
Claremont vs. Plymouth, 4 p. m.
Dover vs. Berlin, 5 p. m.
Event No. 3, Adm. 40c
Portsmouth vs. St. Joseph’s, 7:30
Manchester W est vs.
Lebanon, 8:30
Event No. 4, Adm. 55c
Class B, Semi-finals, 9 a. m. Sat.
Class B, Semi-finals, 10 a. m. Sat.
Class A, Semi-finals, 11 a. m. Sat.
Class A , Semi-finals, 12 a. m. Sat.
Event No. 5, Adm. 40c
Class B, Finals, 4:15 p. m.
Event No. 6, Adm. $1.10
Class A. Finals, 7:00

New Books in the Library
Borden, Mary, The doctor in history
Chandler, Mrs. M. (T .),
Roman spring-memoirs
Early Victorian England: 1830-65
Eastman, Max,
The literary mind
Eastman, Max,
A rt and the life of action
Grousset, Rene,
Civilization o f the East,
Vol. 2— India
Haggard, H. W.,
The doctor in history
Jacob, Naomi,
The loaded stick
Jordan, H. R.,
H ornets’ nest
Lania, Leo,
Land of promise
Mauron, Marie,
Mount Peacock
Merrick, Elliot,
From this hill look down
Nathan, R.,
Road of ages
Smith, Alexander,
Dreamthorp
Turgenev, Ivan,
Knock, knock, knock and other
W hy wars must cease
Dr. Kendall of the Agricultural Ex
tension Service of the University of
New Hampshire will represent the
Agricultural Experimental Station at
a meeting of experimental station
directors which will be held at New
York on March 1 and 2. A t the meet
ing Dr. Kendall will serve on a com
mittee and deliver a report on eco
nomics in agriculture.

Light Lunches

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
“The Campus Club”
Stationery

Victor Records
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ifampshtr?

He advocated placing the American
radio system on a basis of govern
ment control, modelled after that of
the British.
“ Under such a system,” he said,
‘whereby a tax ,would be levied on
each radio set, the government could
subsidize programs of good music,
control advertising patter, and pre
sent a wide scope of educational
broadcasting.”

KEMP AS MORALES!

RECENT

To ye Ed:
It sure does me a sight of good to
read some of the letters you been gettin lately. I feel same’s they do about
these things but I aint never had the R elief Deadlock
gumption to git up and speak my piece
The highly acclaimed Work Relief
before they showed me how to.
I read “ Marriage L ife” and “ The measure of $4,880,000,000 with which
Sex Life of Youth,” and some of that President Roosevelt was to put some
other trash. I found them pretty dry three and one-half million men into
readin, on account of I had to jist plow gainful employment is, as we go to
through so many dull pages to git to press, still deadlocked in Washington,
the dirty parts, but their there fo r despite the fact that its expediency
anybody’s got as much time and pa has been greatly stressed. Last week
E D IT O R IA L BO A R D
tience as I. Of course it wood take the Senate voted 21 to 20 in favor of
M anaging E ditor, W illiam V . C o rco ra n ;
more than a dirty book to corrupt my the McCarren amendment (that the
Associate Editor, H om er V e r v ille ; Sports Edi
morales, but I hate to think what wages of the people on relief be equal
tor, James B. D u n b ar; N ew s Editor, John M.
those things do to innocent young fel to the prevailing wages) in opposi
A rnfield ; L iterary E ditor, John Starie.
A ll letters intended fo r publication in this
to the President. Correspon
column should be addressed to the E ditor o f lers who aint seen as much of the tion
B U SIN E SS B O ARD
T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e , Durham, N . H ., and world as I.
Time enough for those dents were agreed that this consti
either mailed or dropped in T h e N e w H a m p 
things after your married, anyway, tuted a definite set-back for the ad
s h ir e
news box at the fron t entrance to
is what I allways say.
ministration.
The
President,
of
Ballard Hall.
Letters o f undue length will not be pub
And the magazines in the libry! course, would veto the bill as it now
DURHAM , N. H., MARCH 1, 1935. lished.
Some
things
are
better
left
unsaid,
stands,
and
has
hoped
that
public
A ll com m unications must be in the hands
o f the E ditor before 6 P. M., on any Tues is what I allways say, and I say the sentiment would be aroused demand
day evening to assure publication in th( goverment should be left to our public ing a revision in the senatorial de
STUDENT POLL
next follow ing issue.
servants to run it. These Bolsheveeks cision. Needless to say the latter has
Letters must be signed in the w riter’s own
name, though a nom-de-plume will be used in the New Masses have got a heap
The age old controversy concern in publication if the w riter so desires. Such of nerve goin around buttin into other not made its debut.
The administration proposes
a
must be plainly stated in a postscript
ing the column “ East of the Water desire
peoples business like that, and what maximum wage of $50 per month and
to that effect.
T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e accepts no respon right they got goin round upsettin in all cases lower than those paid by
Tower” has had some definite light
sibility fo r any opinions in communications good honest people with there Social
industrialists, “ security wages,” for
thrown on it by the recent poll con published in this column.
ist ideas? Muzzle ’em is what I say, the purpose of attracting workers in
ducted by T h e N e w H a m p s h i r e . The To the Editor:
before they git people to thinkin too to private enterprise. Held in the
Tower ranks as the most popular of
much about things that dont concern Government coffers the relief funds
SEX
’em.
all the columns on the editorial page
will be of little value to those des
One thing I can say good about this perately in need of relief and may
Some comment was made on the bal
college.
We aint got no statues of become merely a political gesture.
To the Editor:
lots which criticized the Tower as vul
Upon reading the article criticizing nekkid women around, like I see in On the other hand the $50 maximum
gar but these were fa r in the minority four books found in my office, I de some places I been in. My uncle Bert, relief wage may encourage capitalists
so it is safe to assume that the ma cided that the most fair, courteous the no good one in our famly, he come to lower the prevailing wage to that
home one night from Boston with a . paid by the Government.
jority of our readers like their humor and enlightening thing to do would
be to talk the matter over frankly nekkid womans statue inunder his
strong.
with the writer. Having had a arm. Maw, she says “ Bert you/ get
Quite evidently there is rising in friendly talk over the matter, there that hussy out of here this very min- Pathetic Irony
terest among students in national as is little occasion for writing this let nit.” But uncle Bert he’s awfull kind
Samuel Pystrup, a CWA work
well as local events fo r the Recent ter, except to make clear a few facts, of sot in his ways, and they aint no
er of Brooklyn, wrote to Gover
reasonin with him when he’s been
Events column ranked a close second to those who may have read the criti drinkin. He says “ If she goes I go
nor
Harold G. Hoffman o f New
cism.
in the poll. Since there is such a
Jersey, offering to give his life in
too,” so to quiet him down Maw says
These four books were not in
the
electric
chair in the stead of
“
Alright
Bert.”
But
next
mornin,
be
close vote in two divergent columns public reading-room, but in my own
Bruno Richard Hauptmann pro
it is felt that this vote is truly repre inner office. Three were my own per fore uncle Bert got up Maw took some
muslin
she
had,
and
she
made
up
a
viding
he
is
guaranteed $6,000 as
sonal copies. They are made avail
sentative o f campus opinion.
support for his two children, ages
able to any earnest student request dress fo r that nekkid womans statue.
Local news ranked at the top in ing helpful knowledge on the subject, It was a real pretty dress too, and
12 and 14. The world war veter
an wrote that his family found it
answer to the first question while and are all written from the scientif even uncle Bert had to say it was.
almost impossible to get along
Thats the kind of folks I come from,
editorials and sports fought for sec ic viewpoint. “ The Marriage Crisis,”
on his $12 a week work relief
ond place. As strange as it may by Professor E. R. Groves, head of and thats why I’m glad we aint got
wage. This wage ($50 per week
the Department of Sociology at the none of that stuff up here. Soon as
seem, society ranked lowest in this University of North Carolina and we can git rid of some of that trash
maximum) is, however consid
group.
The most prominent com formerly head of the Department of on our bookshelves now this will be a
ered by Mr. Roosevelt’s adminis
tration as a “ security wage.”
ments made were to the effect that Sociology at the University o f New pretty good place fo r a feller like I
to come and git his learnin in. Live
T he N ew
H a m p s h i r e is showing Hampshire, is a scholarly treatment
of the social and psychical adjust and let live, as I allways say, but God
constant improvement and justifying ments essential to a happy marriage. frey mighty thers a limit.
Cuban Student Revolt
its motto “ A Live College Newspaper.”
“ The Sex Life of Youth,” by Elliott
(Signed)
A strike which began February 22,
On the business side of the matter and Bone was prepared at the request
Tony Cornstock
at the University of Havana, when
the large m ajority o f the readers like of the Student Division of the Na
A Real 100 Percenter, And Them students and faculty jointly de
tional Y.M.C.A., and by a commission
the “ Collegiate Digest” supplement they selected. It is a very simple and That Dont Like It Can Go Back manded of the Mendieta government
the resignation of two University
and read the advertisements care elementary treatment, but so well Where They Come From.
P.S. Excuse any miscues as I didnt professors either from the school or
done that it has been widely read in
fully.
have my speller handy when I writ from the government because of the
most
Christian
Association
circles.
Much constructive criticism was re
non-conformity of the two institu
One can hardly believe that its pres it.
ceived which will be used as much as ence here keeps many out of our
tions policies, has grown to vast pro
portions during the past few days
possible, but one must remember that work.
having
spread throughout the island.
“ Love in the Machine A ge,” by
not all features of the paper are liked
School after school has joined in the
Dell
is
largely
a
psychological
anal
by all people. The answers to the
student
movement, and industrial
ysis of courtship, historically treated.
poll support this conclusion. There
workers in several vicinities have
I do not know o f any book with
are then two classes of readers who the title “ Marriage Life.” The wri
so walked out until the total number
of participants now totals some 350,must be pleased and criticism will be ter perhaps refers to a book entitled
000
“ Ideal Marriage.” This is a scien
modified to suit this need.
The primary demands of the strik
tific treatment by a leading gynae
cologist of Holland. The subject is
ers are: increased wages fo r all
treated with deep seriousness in a
teachers; immediate payment of back
truly ethical spirit. This book was
wages; repeal of the decree removing
not “ stolen from the Christian Work
the teachers’ rights as civil service
Association,” but borrowed by a mar
employees; the freedom of all im
ried man. The fact that it was later
prisoned students and teachers re
stolen from him is to be regretted.
gardless of the nature of the charge
If the moral and cultural level of a
against them; free meals for poor
few men on the campus should be
students; and the creation of 5,000
Pan-Hellenic Council
so low that a sane, wholesome,
Urges Study
new classes. The resignation of the
b y R o g L am b ert
scientific
treatment
of
facts
vital
to
two professors was recognized by the
According to the Minnesota Daily human happiness is an occasion of
President Mendieta, but the re
(Minnesota University), the Pan- questionable talk, this also is to be
maining demands of the students
Hellenic council has completed plans regretted.
What We Want— or “ Spring"
have been met by martial law in the
fo r the inauguration o f a new system
Mr. E.P.G. seems to feel that no Give me at first a night like this, city of Camaguey, and the dispersal
o f supervised study for co-eds. The literature on the subject should
of a strike meeting at Havana Uni
Two veranda chairs
plan provides that any sorority wom permitted where Christian Work is
versity by means of rifle fire.
an who fails to make her average will being carried on. A fter talking the A quiet night, a lustrous moon,
Two
minds
devoid
of
cares
be compelled to study at least twen matter over with him, I have the ut
ty-five hours each week and have the most respect for his belief. It is, Strains of music from afar,
A breeze that stirs the hair,
The Growing American D esert
time attested by some responsible however, my conviction that religion
person. “ Dating privileges will be should function in intelligent living. A touch of sentiment, -and then . . .
The first great dust storm of
Remove
a
single
chair.
withheld for a week for each ten Any knowledge which helps people to
the year swept the Great Plains
hours of study missed, while much live life more harmoniously, intelli
regions this week damaging ap
And so back again, to the old N e w
stricter discipline will be accorded gently and beautifully is in harmony
proximately 60,000,000 acres of
any sorority girl lacking twenty with my conception of Christian H a m p s h i r e to dish out what you all
land. According to Agricultural
want in a Tower column. “ Unaccus
hours of required study.”
Work.
experts in Washington much of
Doubtless the Pan-Hellenic council,
Some colleges have established tomed as I am” would be more than
the plains areas will become arid
through the new plan, intends to courses in education for marriage and fitting here; we haven’t felt a type
and useless if dust storms and
raise the averages of those girls who parenthood. It would seem that in writer underneath our fingers since
erosion are left to carry away
continually pull down the general so an age of vocational training, igno the ill-fated and so-called humor
the rich top soil. Already ap
magazine
that
somehow
slipped
out
rority average. By holding the “ big rance should not be regarded as a
proximately 5,000,000 acres have
stick” over the heads of unfortunate special prerequisite for the vocation last May. And so, with apologies,
pledges and actives who may be so o f a happy marriage and efficient we begin.
Durhamania: Harry Morrill, of we’re told . . William “ Bawston” N or
thoughtless as to fall short of a “ C” parenthood. Christian Work exists
average, the council and the more in on the campus to further intelligent Durham and all other points, is cer ton not commuting as often as he was
telligent sorority girls would attempt Christian living in all phases of life. tainly a fast and furious worker. The accustomed to . . . Chi O’s have a fa c
to instill knowledge into well-groomed
G. R. JOHNSON first girl was not what he wanted, at simile of Anne Corio, Barb Morrill.
Carnival ball, so, Harry ditched her Ask Ed. Rogers how they almost
heads at least to the extent of pass
at intermission and found No. 2 miss broke up over it, when he got a phone
ing mid-quarter and final exams.
MORE SEX
with
whom he still chits and chats. call, etc . . . Cream-puff Maclsaac
There might, however, be some
. . . Flash Good for a laugh anytime, heartily indorses that Durham Laun
doubt as to the utility o f forcing To the Editor:
Durham’s
own Tony’s Scrapbook: dry product. Quote :“ It does the most
girls to study a required number of
It has been said that economic in
hours. Perhaps the real trouble with security and sex maladjustment are Jackie Dondero’s notebook. And while wonderful things to my hair. Does
on
that
subject,
A1 Mitchener and away with all the saline property in
many co-eds who fail to make the responsible for the great m ajority of
desired standard, is far more funda human suffering: the first, because Miss Dondero are going to attend the water and makes my hair so soft
the
governor’s
ball,
by special invita and silky, and it’s all too, too ducky.”
mental than a mere deficiency in one’s it can deprive people of their phys
hours of study. Sometimes, to be ical necessities, and the second, be tion . . . Red Webb and I tossed up Unquote. Barker and President Lewis
for
that
second
prize
at Gorman’s (a exchanging social calls . . . And so on.
sure, through constant supervision, cause it strikes at the roots of their
tutoring, and cramming, such indi emotional nature. It has also been shwell pipe) and he won. Keeping up
the
old
basketball
traditions
. . . Paul
viduals are pulled through college by said that religion can not be separ
Last year, no, during the fall
the ears, and after an indeterminate ated from living, and that the church Shoedinger angry because a lass took term of 1933, the N e w H a m p s h i r e in
number of years, sadder but no wiser, should be concerned with everything only ten cuts and reported her to the its “ East of the W ater Tower” column
dean.
Naughty,
naughty
.
.
.
That
dar
affecting
human
welfare.
become the proud possessors of B. A .’i
printed: “ A friend is someone who
Yet, E.P.G. objects to some books ling of Boston society (and incidental
from Minnesota. More often, how
ly Durham’s one successful matinee steps in when the world steps out,”
ever, despite the efforts of the sister owned by Christian Work on the
and admitted reading it somewhere.
hood, such girls remain in school a grounds that they are “ stimulating idol, Trow, is attempting to stage a That same week-end, W alter Wincomeback just now at the Bean city’s
few years at a cost to the state, but sexual emotions.” Would E.P.G. ab
chell,
in his Lotion Broadcast, quoted
olish pictures, dancing, and the thou Copley-Plaza, while were writing this.
never graduate.
Another gross Henry? . . . Bill Rugg the very same lines, but did not
There are, no doubt, girls of higher sand things in modern life that do is very cagey but wa notice that his divulge the fact that the quotation
than average intelligence, who get the same thing? Or is he protesting Bawston visits are increasing . . . Polly was not original, insinuating, in other
along on C’s and D’s because they are against an attempt to do what none Martel managed to chisel a sweet words, that he had written it. Now
not as interested in formal college of these other things are doing— to week-end a few weeks ago . . . Met what we would like .to know is, did
education as they are in campus so remove some of the unwholesome Freddie Hall Tuesday night and he he? And so to bed.
cial life. For these co-eds the Pan- mystery surrounding the subject and was lost in a fog, looking for a movieHellenic study plan might be o f some to make possible a better understand date . . . “ Sarge” losing a lot of
use; but there is doubtful value in ing of our problems? As for the nickels and dimes trying to get the
forcing study on those whose major “ far from religious” discussions fo l rifle-team boys to shoot over eighty
aim in attending college is for the lowing the reading of the books, isn’t off-hand. A goldmine fo r Seavey and
that a reflection upon the attitude of
good time afforded thereby. Other those reading it?
Conner .'. . Talking about cagey boys,
underclass women may fail of a “ C”
A fter all, this is 1935. W hy can’t Bud Currier isn’t making out too bad
average because of uneconomic and we get rid of the prurient hypocrisy ly, at all. We tried to get something
by John Starie
misdirected use of study time. These of the nineteenth century and face about him, and Jerry, but no one
need aid in “ how to study” rather life with the sincerity and frankness seemed to know anything . . . Are the
than “ how long to study.”
Experiment
in Autobiography. H. G.
Theta Upsilon Omega’s running a
of the twentieth?
Thus it appears that, while sorority
Wells.
MARIE YOUNG date bureau or was that phone call to
averages may rise because of a sys
Les Pike just a hoax? We heard some
Wells gives as a sub-title to this
tem of forced supervised study, it is
thing about someone phoning and ask book the “ discoveries of a very ordi
STILL MORE SEiX
highly doubtful that any lasting
ing fo r nice juicy date. In some mys nary brain,” and certainly it is that.
good, either to the girls or the uni To the Editor:
terious way, Les managed to sneak There is nothing outstanding about
versity, will result.
It seems that Messrs. John Coyne out of it . . . Captain Jordan is cer Wells’s brain discoverable from this
and Robert Prendergast would be in tainly lucky; he had a dozen of Dur book, unless it is a tendency to selfham’s best eggs in a paper bag on the analysis in his old age. And certainly
terested in sex books.
B. U. Dean Advocates
A little advice to “ Bud and Bob” : floor of his car, with three rifle men it is the story of his mental life, with
Control o f Broadcasts
For boys who are just learning to in the back seat. The roads were very a few diversions into his early sex
“ The government should control read “ Ballyhoo,” it is quite difficult icy and certainly there was much problems and his physical develop
radio broadcasting,” says Dr. John to fully comprehend the contents of stamping around by the boys in back ment. Wells has written more books
Patten Marshall, dean o f the College the books before reaching the stage . . . nervousness etc . . . but when they about more varied subjects than most
o f Music, in an interview in the Bos of “ Esquire.”
all arrived in Portsmouth (no one writers, living or dead. He has done
ton University “ News.”
knew about the eggs, except the Cap political pamphlets, newspaper arti
E. P. G.
“ There is too much advertising
tain, and he had forgotten) all the cles, novels about science, and novels
talk connected with our radio pro
hen-fruit came out intact . . . That about sex. O f late years, filled with
Society
News
grams. Our finest broadcasts are fre
machine at the W ildcat is taking in a zeal fo r educating the masses, he has
quently ruined by interruptions in the
plenty, including ours. Have you tried produced such popular tomes as The
Phi Mu Delta
form of advice as to how to cure
it? . . . There’s a story -about Flora Outline of H istory and The Health,
Mrs. Henderson, house mother, Diamond at a -house dance (S A E ) with Wealth, and Happiness o f Man
halitosis or something else.
“ It would be far better if the an chaperoned the victrola party held an innocent looking youth last week kind. All this truly seems a momen
nouncer would simply state at the last Friday night.
end . . . Bill McLaughin finally land tous output when viewed quantitative
end of the program, this broadcast
The
following
brothers
were ed by a Starafford avenue lass. Con ly ; but when critical qualitative anal
is coming to you through the courtesy elected to offices for the coming year: gratulations, P.K., you’re about the ysis is applied to his work, very little
o f this or that company, than to con President, Richard Loring; first vice- fifth femme who has had her claws remains fo r posterity.
Perhaps a
tinually intersperse the program with president, Wendell Knight; second out fo r Bill. It must be the uniform . . . novel or two, Tono-Bungay or Kipps,
sales talks that detract from one’s vice-president, Alvin Lewis; secre Ellie Dane and Nelson have made up will last, but most of it has vanished
general enjoyment of it.”
tary, John Perkins.
and everything is hunky-dory again into the hot air of stale politics. This
Entered as second class m atter a t the post
office a t Durham, N ew H am pshire, under the
A ct o f M arch 3, 1879. A ccepted fo r mailing:
at special rate o f postage provided fo r in
S ection 1103, A ct o f O ctober 8, 1917. Au
thorized Septem ber 1, 1918.
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EVENTS
been rendered utterly useless for
crop purposes, the Department of
Interior reports.

What to do W ith Hearst
Dr. Charles Beard, noted historian,
received overwhelming applause^ at
the fifty-sixth annual convention of
the National Education Association
now convening in Atlantic City, when
he dealt rough-shod with Mr. William
Randolph Hearst. Dr. Beard said,
“ There is no cess pool of vice or
crime which H earst. has not raked
and exploited for money-making pur
poses. No person with intellectual
honesty or moral integrity will
touch him with a ten-foot pole for
any purpose or to gain any end. Un
less those who represent American
scholarship, science, and the right of
a free people to discuss public ques
tions freely, stand together against
his insidious influence he will assas
sinate them individually by every
method known to yellow journalism—
only cowards can be intimidated by
Hearst.”
More than a thousand leading
teachers and educators were present
at the convention and the following
resolutions were drawn up asking an
investigation by the Nye Senate Com
mittee: “ to investigate any relation
ship that may exist between Hearst
papers, industrial and financial in
terests and the spurious anti-Red
campaign now current in the press.” ;
“ investigate the propaganda in the
newspapers, schools, motion pictures
and radio carried forward to increase
the fear of war and promote the sale
o f munitions.” A further resolution
favored a nation-wide teachers, cler
gymen and newspapermen to safe
guard the freedom of the press and
of discussion.

Most of them were from the women
who were affected by Fannie Hurst.
A few were my own at having to sit
through this sugary romance. What
started out to be a very artistic dis
cussion of the color problem in Amer
ican life rapidly degenerated into a
mother-daughter situation filled with
false psychology and sickly sentiment.
Even the negro problem was senti
mentally treated and inconclusively
presented at the end. It would have
been a better show_, however, if more
had been done with the secondary
plot of the negroes, and less with the
whites. As it is, only the “ dead pan”
of Ned Sparks saved the film from
complete mediocrity.

.

autobiography forms a fitting swan
song fo r one who has done much and
achieved little.
There are, however, some interest
ing passages in the story of his life.
His early education, scrappy and in
effectual, presents a good illustration
o f the chaos that came about when
mass-educational reforms were sud
denly applied to the English peasant
ry. It is a sad story of cheap schools,
commercially-minded teachers, and de
gree-bound colleges. The traditions of
Oxford and Cambridge were a long
time seeping down to the provincial
universities, and Wells never came in
contact with them.
Equally interesting is his account
o f th e. Fabian Socialists, with whom
he was long associated. He recreates
them fo r us as vague theorizers about
social progress, filled with hopes and
rosy ideals that were destined to van
ish into thin air, into very thin air
indeed. The seeds of this decay exist
ed, as Wells shows, in their idealistic
and impractical views of life. These
Fabians apparently were men who
were aware dimly of social wrongs,
but who lacked the necessary driving
force to transpose their idealism into
action.
Apart from these historical pic
tures, most of the book is like Wells
himself, pretty poor stuff. His social
thinking, which fills the latter part of
the book is rather vapid, showing that
he himself is not so fa r removed from
the Fabians.
Imitation of L ife :
Tears fell on' Franklin Theatre on
Monday afternoon to good effect.

Binnie Barnes, Neil Hamilton
SUNDAY

“ BAND PLAYS ON”
Robert Young, Betty Furness
Stuart Erwin, Ted Healey

Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone
Sir Guy Standing
by Robertson Page

W EDNESDAY

“ B R O A D W A Y BILL”

Isham Jones and his orchestra play
fo r the M.I.T. inter-fraternity dance
tonight. The affair will be held in
the Hotel Statler and admission will
be three dollars per couple. Earl
Hines is playing at Revere tomorrow
night. If you’re contemplating a
week-end in Boston, now is the time
to go.

Warner Baxter, Myrna Loy
THURSDAY

“ S IL V E R S T R E A K ”
Sally Blane, Charles Starrett
FRIDAY

“ K EN T U C K Y KERNELS”
Wheeler and Woolsey

the delightful Italian campus tailor;
and Ted Healy, the scheming brother
of one of the players.

Gen. Reese
(Continued from Page 1)

INA R AY HUTTON

“ Soviet Russia’s Red Army of 960,000 men celebrated (on February
23) its seventeenth birthday amid' a
torrent of defiance for world imperi
alism,” reports the N. Y. Times.
“ Figures published in connection with
the event showed that the army is
supported by 13,000,000 who are now
members of the nation-wide organiza
tion fo r chemical and air defense,
3,000,000 volunteer automobile driv
ers, 720,000 expert civilian marksmen,
and nearly 500,000 trained parachute
jumpers.” Pravda, Russia’s leading
newspaper states that the Red Army
is prepared to protect her Socialized
society and achievements against the
Fascist nations on both the east and
west who have openly declared their
intention to partition the Soviet na
tion between them and that “ It
guards the hopes and future o f all
humanity.”

SATURDAY

“ ONE E X C I T I N G
ADVENTURE”

MONDAY - TUESDAY

One of the most rapid rises from
an obscure vaudeville act to a head
line attraction in the history of show
business has been made by that blonde
bombshell of melody and rhythm, Ina
Ray Hutton.
Within a period of six months, Miss
Hutton and her all-girl orchestra have
played all the principal theaters from
Boston to Washington, D.C., and from
New York to Chicago. The band jour
neyed to Hollywood recently to make
one short subject and one feature pic
ture, Paramount’s “ Big Broadcast of
1935.”
Miss Hutton’s captivating rhythms
and toe-tickling tempos have set a new
type of music at the feet of America’s
dancing public. The orchestra plays
with a precision rarely found in a
girl band. A t present Miss Hutton
and the Melodears are enjoying a rest
in New York following a twenty-two
week theater tour. They will resume
their tour on March 9 and will appear
at the Albee theater in Providence,
R. I., March 22. (F or the benefit of
Milt Johnson and Steffie, March 22
is right in the middle of vacation.)

The Red A rm y

Week Beginning Sat. March 2

“ LI V ES OF A
BENGAL LA N C ER’

What Would Lincoln Say?
A seat in the Texas Legisla
ture has recently been opened up
due to the resignation of one of
the representatives, and A. S.
Wells, a Negro lawyer of Dallas
has sufficient prestige and sup
port in the vicinity to become one
of the leading candidates. But
the Texas House expressed the
opinion “ that if Dallas County
should elect a Negro Representa
tive, the House would refuse to
seat him,” and that they would
hold a Negro “ not qualified.”
Both the Republican and Demo
cratic parties have selected one
man to represent so that by this
combination Wells might be
beaten.
During
the
Reconstruction
days just after the Civil War
Texas had several legislators.
The last Negro office holder held
forth back in 1890 before the
KKK became tooi desperate. It
is most probable that Texas in
the typical American fashion
flouted Honest Abe’s picture over
the majority of her newspapers
earlier in the month. Had Lin
coln lived today, would he have
freed the slaves ?

FRANKLIN THEATRE

vard and one at Columbia, rose to a
Colonelcy in the World War as a
member of General Pershing’s staff,
and his present rank shortly after
wards. A fter organizing the S. A.
T. C. work in this country he went to
France and organized and directed
the educational work there. General
Rees is a member of the Legion of
Honor of1 France and was decorated
for conspicuous service during the
war by Congress. In 1922 he re
signed from the army to become an
official of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, in which he
is head of the Personnel Department.

OMNIPOTENCE
A graceful silhouette with jewels of
light,
The town is wearing a black gown of
night.
I stand alone upon the proudly lifted
hill:
Below me are the houses sleeping,
still.

So small they seem as though with my
fingers
I could pluck ithem from the mist that
■ lingers:
Cab Calloway goes on tour March So I think God above the little world
1 and will appear in Boston sometime
must stand—
before June.
Now Omnipotence I better under
stand.
Fletcher Henderson played at the
Grace Stearns
Phillips Exeter Academy senior dance
last Friday night. He has recently
recorded two new discs or Decca which
are both very good.

GRANITE SPONSORS
SORORITY CONTEST
An intersorority contest sponsored
by the 1936 Granite which will award
a loving cup to the sorority selling
the most copies of this year’s Granite
was started this week.
Each sorority was given a receipt
book, and credit will be given for all
sales except those to members of the
junior class, it was announced Wed
nesday. The contest, similar to the
one held last year, will continue dur
ing the first three weeks of the spring
term.
Last year’s winner was Alpha Chi
Omega; Mary S. Winter, ’35, of the
sorority received the honor of being
the member to sell the most copies.
”

“THE BAND PLAYS ON”
Spring football training will start
early in Durham this year. In fact
one can see it all without the discom
fort of sitting in damp windswept
bleachers by simply attending “ The
Band Plays On” at the Franklin
Theatre next Sunday evening, March
3rd. Starring Robert Young as Tony,
the leader of “ The Four Bombers” —
the football analogy o f “ The Three
Musketeers”— the film projects the
story of four boys who grow up to-1
gether in the slums, and who go j
through life together, playing foot
ball, sharing their disappointments i
and their heroics, their loves and j
their laughter. Although no stars ap- \
pear in this picture, the cast have j
done a finished piece of. work. The i
“ heart trouble” of lovely Betty Fur- j
ness fo r Tony gives to the campus a ;
realistic tinge. The supporting cast j
is composed of Stuart Erwin, t h e ;
“ boob” o f the squad; Leo Carillo as i

N othing’s im possible
w ith ski-b o o ts"

ANY-OLD-SHOES
W O N ’T DO
A l l r i g h t — we

did exaggerate!
But, not as much as you think.
I f you believe you’re having fun
on skis, without proper fo o t
wear, just slip into a pair of
Bass Ski-Boots and see what
you’ve been missing. Bass Boots
are tough. Comfortable. W atershedding. T h e y ’ re sw ell fo r
every-day knocking around too.
You can buy these boots in town.
L ook them over. G. H. B a s s &
C o m p a n y , W il t o n , M a in e .

THE

COLLEGE

FOOD....
Superior
pared.

quality,

scientifically

pre

SERVICE....
Cordial and friendly.
|

Fireplace Fixtures

PRICES....

| SPARK GUARDS— A ll Sizes
|
FOLDING SCREENS
£
WOOD CARRIERS
, ANDIRONS
I
TONGS

Lowest possible.

The University Dining Hall

T

| E. Morrill Furniture Co.
I; 60 Third St.,
Dover, N. H.
|
Tel. 70
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Sports
Slants
The end o f each term finds a group of athletes closing
their careers, some brilliant, some mediocre, and some en
tirely unrecognized. This winter is no exception, and to
morrow will find several New Hampshire athletes closing
careers in basketball and boxing.
Funston, McKiniry,
Walker, and Demers will play their last basketball for the
Blue and White, and Captain Fred Moody, Brown, and
possibly Ken Philbrick will say their adieus to Durham box
ing fans. Most of these careers have been_ brilliant, but
some o f these men have earned their fame in some other
sport than basketball. Funston captained the track _team
last spring, and will probably lead his team onto the cinders
again this year. Fred Walker and Henry Demers will be
seen on the diamond, while Ken McKiniry will probably
return to the gridiron next fall.
_
. ^
One o f those men has established his reputation in the
ring, although he has also earned a pair of letters in football
and baseball. Of course I mean Fred Moody!
Everyone Has Seen Him
For four years every student of the University of New
Hampshire has thrilled to the actions of one of the greatest
individual stars in the history of sport in the school. Nearly
every “ citizen of Durham” has at some time or other found
his way to the gym to see the boxers compete, and a great
many of these did so because they wanted to see for them
selves just how good this fellow Moody was. No one has
ever been disappointed. Of course Freddie has been better
at times, but he’s always been good.
No on residing in
Durham has ever seen a look of keen disappointment shadow
his face as he waited expectantly in his corner for the
referee’s decision. And no one, in Durham or elsewhere,
has ever seen him battered to the canvas, felled by a lucky
blow or by a series of clever punches. For Captain Fred
Moody (resident o f Penacook, New Hampshire, no less), has
never been knocked down, or out. Of course there is a
vague story about a defeat in a collegiate championship
bout, but the absolute details are a bit under cover.
The Slusser Fight
Those of us who have been around Durham a bit longer
than some o f us, remember most clearly that memorable
fight with Slusser o f Pennsylvania, when Fred had to go the
limit, but we also remember a rousing third round, and the
perspiring referee pointing a decided finger toward the Blue
and White corner, while every man, woman, and child who
had been fortunate enough to crowd his way into the gymna
sium went crazy.
And Heins
Then there are others who found their way down to
Cambridge last year to watch Fred do battle with John
Harvard’s great Phil Heins, a standout if there ever was
one. All the spectators of that fight agree about one thing,
that it was a great fight. Very few of them agreed with
the decision, which, incidentally was a draw; for the hometowners were o f one opinion, while our visiting Durhamites
thought otherwise. Anyway, it was not a blot on _Moody’s
career, for neither man has yet been defeated in inter
collegiate competition.
W e’ve seen every Durham bout in the last three years.
There have been victories, defeats, great bouts, and_not-sogreat bouts, knockouts, and draws. But the one item of
similarity connecting all o f these matches is the great roar
which filled the old gym when the remnants of the 155pound battle were cleared away and Freddie Moody danced
through the ropes into the ring.
His Last Battle
Only once more will Durham fans hear, and join in
that roar. Only once more will they watch their idol dash
out of his corner, meet his opponent with a rush, and then
settle down into that rhythm of perfection which has fasci
nated each one of us for the last four years. Only once
more will we watch Captain Fred feint, and weave, and
. dance, and throw those flying fists with that dazzling
rapidity which has bewildered every opponent in his career.
Only once more will we see his smile as he stopped a hard
punch, or come out o f a clinch with his arms widespread,
waiting the necessary fraction of a second before he
pounded in again. Tomorrow will be our last chance to see
him land one of those terrific punches which has sent so
many visitors to the canvas.
To Durham fans Freddie Moody has been a great
boxer and a greater drawing card. To his classmates he
has been more. They named him first as their finest athlete,
and then accorded him a greater honor by declaring him
to be the most popular lad in the class of 1935.

B. U. Defeated by
Strong N. H. Team
Bronstein Again Leads N.H.
Team to Victory Over
Weak Terriers

First “Phys. Ed.” PlayOff Started by Miller
Until this winter, Coach A1
Miller has stuck to football and
tracks, but after his experience
with a physical education class,
“ Squire” A1 has decided to take
up the teaching of basketball as
a sideline.
Filled with confidence by the
work 'of some of his “ boys,”
A1 decided to pick an All-star
Phys. Ed. team. Having dome
so, he visited the classes of his
rivals, Coaches Lundholm and
Hanley, issued a challenge to the
latter coaches, and suggested a
round robin tournament. And
to A l’s disgust and chagrin, the
others not only accepted but of
fered to place a small wager -on
the outcome. Now A1 finds him
self with two games on his hands,
and has limited his squad so far
to eighteen men.
If any Durham folks see their
squire pivoting down Main street,
or jumping into the air in front
of Gorman’s don’t call for Louis.
For the Durham squire is merely
planning his means of attack!
Of course, it’s not the money he’s
interested in, but the boys do
want to win the games.
Coach Lundholm’s class will
meet Coach Hanley’s team Mon
day at 4.30, Lundholm’s team
will meet Miller’s Tuesday at
4.30, and Miller and Hanley will
meet in the big game on Thurs
day, also at 4.30. Tickets may
be obtained at the gymnasium, or
by personal contact with Miller,
Hanley, or Lundholm.

Crippled N. H. Boxing Squad
Meets Weak Springfield Team
N.H. Beats M.I.T. to
Theta Chi in Lead
Win Five Straight
for I. M. Trophy

Moody to Fight in 155-lb.
Class in His Last Col
lege Fight Sat.

Completely outplaying an inferior
Boston University team and piling
up a score almost at will, the Univer
sity of New Hampshire’s varsity bas
Theta Chi’s Win Hockey and Bronstein Leads Scorers Mountain Replaces Gowan
ketball team won its fourth straight
Winter Sports—T. U. O.
as Wildcats Trample
game, and its seventh of the season
in Heavyweight Class—
on the home floor last Friday night,
Take Second
on Engineers
No 115 Fight
taking the Terriers into camp, 42-26.
With Bennie Bronstein again lead
Winning the 1935 hockey champion
ing the offense with five goals from
Piling up a big lead in the first few
ship by defeating the Theta Upsilon
the floor and five from the foul line,
Although their team is crippled by
Omega’s two straight games, and win minutes of play, and adding to it
the Wildcats, although not playing
ning the winter sports champion throughout the remainder of the the loss of one of the co-captains, and
quite up to the standard of the past
ship, the Theta Chi fraternity^ took a game, the Wildcat quintet stretched by the fact that the team possesses
weeks, won with little difficulty.
commanding lead in the all-point tro its winning streak to five games, as no 115-pounder, the Springfield Col
Coach Swasey was forced to pull
they defeated Massachusetts Insti lege boxing team will bring a strong
phy race for this year.
most of his starting five from, the
Piling up 120 points in these two tute of Technology 53-29 last Satur aggregation to Durham to meet the
floor early in the game, and later on
Wildcat pugilists on Saturday after
events, the Theta Chi’s lead the race day night at the gymnasium.
used his third team against the Ter
with a 15% margin over their nearest
Bennie Bronstein was again the noon.
riers.
rival, the Theta Upsilon Omega’s. The star of the game, as he piled up 17
Led by Captain Weldon McCluskey,
In the first half of the game, with
Lambda Chi Alpha’s, shut out in both points in leading his team to its third who was defeated by Connie Ahearn
the Wildcats somewhat below their
hockey and winter sports, fell behind, victory of the week. He was ably last year, the Springfield school will
usual standard, the game was fairly
and are now in third place with 215 aided by most every man on the send a well-balanced outfit into the
close, but the home team pulled out
points.
squad, for both the second and third ring to meet the equally crippled
a six point lead, the score being 18-12
With the bowling finals to be held teams took part in the game, the Wildcats. McCluskey, who is unde
at half time. It was not until the
next week, it appears that the Theta scrubs playing nearly a third o f the feated so far this season, will
second half began that the New
Chi’s will enter the spring term well in last period, holding the M. I. T. team probably
meet
Captain
Freddie
Hampshire outfit began to pile up
the lead, and as they have already practically even.
Moody, New Hampshire star, in
points on a badly crippled Boston
gained two legs on the trophy, it seems
The varsity apparently had re the feature bout of the after
University five. Kelly, the Boston
that the long search for a winner of turned to its best stride, fo r only poor noon.
Moody will have to get
University right forward, was injured
the valuable standard might finally luck on several shots prevented them down to the 155-pound class, as he
in the first half, and although he re
be at an end. Unless either the Lamb from piling up a bigger total. How did last year, but will probably be
turned to the game in the second
da Chi Alpha’s or the Theta Upsilon ever, M. I. T. had little to offer in the able to holdi his nearly perfect con
half, his play was below standard.
Omega’s make a sweep of spring term way of offense, and their defense col dition. He will have to lose only
The individual work o f Bronstein,
sports, tennis, track, and swimming, lapsed completely in the last half. three pounds. As he now weighs 162
coupled with some fine work under
the Theta Chi’s will take permanent Taking advantage of the weaker op pounds, he will make the weight by
the
basket
by
Charlie
Joslin,
possession of the trophy.
position, the Wildcats piled up one Saturday morning with little diffi
and some sharp shooting by Arnie
They defeated the Theta Upsilon of their biggest scores of the season. culty.
Rogean, who replaced Walker, com
Omega’s 2-0 in the first game, and
Starting with the opening whistle,
Springfield will forfeit to New
prised mogt of the offense which the
then carried on to win more decisively when Walker scored from under
home team exhibited. Had they been
in the second, piling up four goals, neath, the New Hampshire offense Hampshire in the 115-pound class.
up against stiffer opposition, the Wayne Stevens Unable to while they shut out their rivals. A completely baffled the M. I. T. team, Johnny Finn, New Hampshire’s 125final score might have been reversed.
victory in the ski-jumping event gave and beforej the end of the half had pound star, who turned in a victory
Compete— Damon May
at Navy last week, will move up to
Unless they show a better organized
the Theta Chi’s team a close victory taken a 26-9 lead.
the 135-pound class this week, meet
Replace Him
passing attack, and more accuracy on
in the winter sports competition.
In the last half the team ran wild, ing Fred Loo, Hawaiian sophomore
the close-in shooting, they will be
Lambda Chi" Alpha, winning one and had Swasey kept his first, or
The University o f New Hampshire league of bowling, probably bowl even his second team in, then the prospect, who has been fighting for
outclassed in the Springfield game
Springfield since midseason. Paul
this week.
ski team will be greatly weakened against Theta Upsilon Omega in the score might have been higher.
Karkevelas, who lost his first varsity
with the loss of its star jumper, cross finals fo r the trophy. This will be
The summary:
While Bronstein was the star of bout at Navy, will fight in the other
country, downhill and slalom skier, held next week.
New
H a m p s h ir e
G
F
the game, Curt Funston and Freddie
Wayne Stevens, at the Intercollegiate
The leading teams at present are: Walker were both strong on the of 135-pound bout, which will replace
J o s lin , r f
3
2
Ski Union Championships which are Theta Chi 249%; Theta Upsilon Ome fense, the latter netting 11 and the the 125 class. Paul will battle Eu
B is h o p , r f
0
0
B r o n s te in , If
5
5
to be held at St. Sauveur, Quebec, ga 234; Lambda Chi Alpha 215; Tau form er eight points. Although it was gene Anderton.
W e b b , If
0
2
which are being held yesterday, today Kappa Epsilon, 208%; Phi Mu Del a rest after the three previous games,
In all probability, Ronaldo, “ Dyna
R o g e r s , If
0
0
W a lk e r , . c
1
0
and tomorrow.
ta, 205.
the M. I. T. encounter hardly served mite” Landry will move up to the
R ogean, c
3
1
Wayne
Stevens,
high
point
scorer
145-pound
class to replace the injured
M o rr is o n , c
0
0
a stiff workout before the Wildcats
of the W ildcat’s team this year in the
W EEK-END SKI BULLETIN
M c K in ir y , r g
0
0
meet ■the strong Springfiled College Ken Philbrick. Unless this move is
D em ers, r g
0
0
made,
the
colorful
Dinah will compete
Lake Placid College Week Competi
five.
H ic k e y , r g
2
0
Snow
in his regular class, with New Hamp
tion, the Dartmouth and the W il
F u n s to n , lg
1
0
The summary:
In.
Skiing
shire forfeiting the 145-pound di
liams’ carnivals, and former National
W it t e r , lg
0
2
G
F
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44 N e w H a m p s h i r e
Good
Junior Ski Champion is off the team Bartlett, N. H.
vision. He will be thrown in against
, rf
1
0
10 JWo es lin
Joseph Huzmech, veteran, if he fights
Fair
because of scholastic probation. It Brattleboro, Vt.
bb, rf
0
1
1
B o s to n U n iv e r s it y
14 R o b b in s , r f
0
0
0 in the 145-pound spot.
Fair
will be difficult for the place of Ste Canaan, N. H.
L u iz , r f
6
5
17
8 B r o n s te in , If
Good
K e lly , If
vens to be filled by any other member Claremont, N. H.
The injury jinx which has incapaci
B is h o p , If
1
0
2
S a n to r, If
9 R o g e r s , If
Fair
of the team. This loss will consider East Jaffrey, N. H.
0
0
0 tated Philbrick and his understudy,
M a th e rs , c
4
3
11
36 W a lk e r , c
Good
ably handicap the Wildcats’ chances Fryeburg, Me.
M a d d o c k s , lg
Don Shaw, in the 145’s, has also fo l
R
o
g
e
a
n
,
c
3
0
6
33 M o r r is o n , c
Good
S ie g a l, r g
Gorham, N. H.
o f placing in the first three teams.
0
0
0 lowed the Wildcats into the
155G o ld s te in , r g
12 M c K in ir y , C a p t., lg
Good
2
0
4 pound class.
Capt. Earl Chandler, Karl Craigin, Greenfield, Mass.
Both Johnny Betley,
1
0
2
18 R o b in s o n , lg
Fair
Walter Mirey, and Jere Chase are en- Hanover, N. H.
e m e r s , lg
0
0
0 who fought in the Temple and Man
28 D
Good
Laconia, N. H.
F u n ston , r g
4
0
8 hattan meets, and Otto Hemm who
23 W i t t e r , r g
Good
Lancaster, N. H.
0
0
0 was injured at Navy, will be unable
H
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k
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y
,
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0
0
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36
Fair
Lincoln, N. H.
A Real Leader
to compete. Therefore Captain Moody
48
Fair
(In the Notch)
To his teammates, and we include every man who has
will move down, and will battle the
22
Good
Littleton, N. H.
fought on the boxing- squad in the past four years, he is still
Springfield leader.
M . I. T .
No. ConwayG a r th , r f
more. He has been the inspiration that has carried many a
In the 165-pound class Springfield
33
Good
Intervale, N. H.
G a y, r f
is sending Vincent Bradford, who
36 O ’ B r ie n , If
Fair
nervous lad from his corner, instilled with the will to win.
Plymouth, N. H.
S im p so n , If
fought
for the Gymnasts last year,
Warren, N. H.
He has been the power which has guided many a New Hamp
W e p p le r , If
but forfeited to Moody when the
33 S m ith , c
Good
(Moosilauke)
shire man over the rough spots. He was the man who
D
e
m
o
,
r
g
33
Springfield
team met the Wildcats at
Good
Wonalancet, N. H.
D e n to n , lg
entered the ring and carried the injured Landry through
New Hampshire. Bradford will meet
W o i t c z a k , lg
Cliff Brown, who lost by a first round
the ropes after “ Dynamite” was fouled two weeks ago. For
KO at the Navy last week. In the
four years he has been in the corner, giving his heart and
175-pound class, Dave Yaloff, short,
his experience to inferior boxers.
stocky New Hampshire slugger, will
Tomorrow he will enter the ring for his final fight. We
be after his first win of the year. He
won’t prophecy a knockout victory. Freddie is going down
will oppose Henry Walmsley, football
star, who was Captain Lugenbach’s
a class! He is fighting the Springfield captain! But we’ll
John Gothreau, a student in Berlin
substitute last year. Walmsley got
hope for the victory, and hope even more for a knockout.
High School, is winner of the first
little
actual fighting as his captain’s
essay
contest
to
be
held
in
conjunction
And win or lose, we’ll join in the great roar which greets
understudy, but has given a good ac
with the 14th annual University i T,.
117.
,
-ir
t j ________
him when he comes into the ring, and the greater one which
Interscholastic Basketball Tourna- Finn Wins by K.O., BrOWn count o f himself this season.
will follow him, win or lose, when he leaves it.
George Goodwin, another football
j ment which is being held today and
Yaloff and Gowen Lose
Freddie Moody might fight an exhibition bout here in
star, will meet Shirley Mountain,
tomorrow.
by Knockouts
Twenty-five high schools through
giant Durham heavy, in the unlimited
the next few years. He might even return as a boxing
out the state each submitted a five
class. Mountain will replace Link
coach some day. But when he leaves that ring tomorrow,
hundred essay by one of their pupils
Gowan, who has suffered first round
The New Hampshire
Wildcats knockouts in his last two bouts.
he will leave behind him a legend which will be on the lips
on the topic “ The Value of High
roared loud in McDonough Hall last Mountain has not competed this year,
of every Durham grad for the next decade.
School Athletics.”
Mr. Gothreau, the winner of the Saturday at Annapolis, but the Navy but earned his numerals two years
Good Luck
contest, will be the guest of the de Goat, unbeaten by this particular an ago. He will probably make a better
Captain Moody has done his bit to make boxing a per
partment of physical education while imal since relations started, refused showing than the slower, less experi
manent sport at the University of New Hampshire, and to
at the tournament. Coach Cowell an to be intimidated and the final score enced, but heavier hitting Gowan.
nounced that there have been elaborate was Navy 6% , New Hampshire 1%.
improve every sporting tradition of the school. W e’ll have
Due to the riddled lineups of both
Wageman and Hemmenway started teams, it is difficult to make any pre
and extensive plans made to make his
to make our thanks unofficial, but we know that when we
visit to the University an enjoyable things off with a vicious first round dictions. New Hampshire has an
wish him good luck, we’ve got all Durham with us.
that had the 5,000 boxing fans roar equal chance of victory, if some of
ing. Wageman carried the fight to the new men can come through. At
his opponent in the second round but
tered in all six events at the meet; Hemmenway refused to step back and any rate, the last fight of Freddie
Dr. Raymond Parkhurst spoke to
Moody will attract alii Durham fans
the feeds and feeding class in the A. the cross country race, the slalom, exchanged blow fo r blow. Hemmen as well as tournament visitors.
H. classroom on February 19. His downhill, jump, relay, and the com way had the edge in the third round
bined event.
topic was “ Vitamins.”
and Referee Reynolds awarded the
The fifth man in the events will be decision to Hemmenway.
between Earl Mellett, Robert Jones,
In the 125-pound class John Finn
John Damon, and James Scudder.
of New Hampshire completely out
Mellett’s best events are the slalom classed Rawlings of Navy. A right
and the downhill while Jones has only hand hook in the second round by
one event, the jump, but will also Finn floored Rawlings.
probably be seen in the combined.
Rolando
“ Dynamite”
Landry
Damon is a good jumper and a cross dropped a decision to Blitch in the
country man and Jini Scudder looks 135-pound class. Blitch displayed an
like a possible entry in the relay, exceptional ability as a boxer and al Early Lead and Late Spurt,
A
P R O F E S S IO N
FOR T H E C O LLE G E W O M AN
cross country, slalom and downhill.
Keep Team Unbeaten
though Landry kept sending left
T h e t h ir t y m o n t h s ’ c o u r s e , p r o 
hooks to Blitch’s chin he was unable
On Home Floor
v id in g a n in te n s iv e a n d v a r ie d e x 
to
get
an
edge
on
him.
p e r ie n c e t h r o u g h th e c a s e s t u d y
m e th o d , le a d s to th e d e g r e e o f
Karkavelis who replaced Ken Philbrick who is out because of injuries
Piling up an early lead in the first
Master of Nursing
held off Hocker of Navy in the 145’s
for the first two rounds but in the few minutes o f play, slumping in the
A
B a c h e lo r ’ s d e g r e e
in
a r ts ,
middle
periods, and then flashing down
s c ie n c e o r p h ilo s o p h y f r o m a c o l 
third Hocker got in a sufficient num
the stretch, the University of New
le g e o f a p p r o v e d s ta n d in g is r e 
ber of blows to take the decision.
q u ir e d f o r a d m is s io n . A f e w s c h o l
Hampshire’s
freshman basketball team
In the 155-pound class Otto flemm
a r s h ip s a v a ila b le f o r s tu d e n ts w ith
A Phase of Preventive Medicine
a d v a n c e d q u a lific a tio n s .
of New Hampshire and Smith of kept its home slate clean by defeating
C olleg e M en find in it unusual
a
freshman
team from M. I. T. last
Navy got a technical draw in the first
opportunities fo r a career
F or catalog and information
round. Both men collided with their Saturday night in a preliminary game
HAR VAR D UNIVERSITY
first blows after the bell sounded and before the N.H.-M.I.T. varsity game,
DENTAL SC H O O L
THE DEAN
received cuts over their eyes and by a score o f 41-26.
A competent course of preparation for
Led by Coach Lundholm’s high
were unable to continue so Referee
Yale School of Nursing
the dental profession. A “ Class A ”
Reynolds declared the fight a techni scoring forwards, Cotton and Hanson,
School. W r ite fo r catalogu e.
the Kittens outplayed the visitors
New Haven,
Connecticut
L E R O Y M. S. M IN E R , D .M .D ., M .D ., Dean
cal draw.
Dept. |8, 188 Longwood Ave., Boston, Mass.
Navy cleaned up in the 165, 175, throughout the game, but missed
and unlimited by knockouts. Daven some fine scoring opportunities in the
port of Navy technically K. O.’d second and third quarters.
Brown in the first round. Dave Ya
A few minutes after the start o f
loff was knocked out by Co-captain the game the Kittens led 12-0, but by
Lambert of Navy in the second the end of the half the score was 19round, and “ Link” Gowan fell before 14. In the second half the M. I. T.
Slade Cutter.
team came fast, and nearly tied the
score. However the strong defensive
work of Du Rie, center, and Cullen, a
W EEK-EN D W EA TH E R
guard, together with some smart
Friday, March 1, 8 a. m.
floor work by1 the form er and some
sharpshooting by the forwards pulled
Have you ever considered how much o f your in
F riday: Generally fa ir with slowly the team out of the slump and gave
dividuality and taste is shown by your stationery?
rising temperature. Not so cold to them the win.
Hanson scored 10 points, while Cot
night. Gentle westerly wind.
Saturday: Increasing cloudiness and ton sunk 5 foul shots to bring his
A complete and varied line o f college stationery,
warmer possibly with some light rain total to 17. Hier, center for the visi
or snow before night. Shifting winds tors, was their high scorer, with 10
suitable to your personal fancy, is on display. W ild
becoming southerly.
points.
Sunday: Mostly cloudy probably
cat stationery is particularly appropriate. FortyThe summary:
with rain or snow. Clearing and cold
eight sheets of paper and twenty-four envelopes, an
er again before evening. Winds shift N e w H a m p s h i r e ’ 3 8
G
F
T
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0
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ing to the west or northwest and in H a n s o n , r f
M c L a u g h lin , r f
0
0
0
outstanding value at 50c per box.
creasing.
C o tto n , If
6
5
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Thawing temperatures will occur in D u R ie , c
2
2
6
0
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0
Durham during Saturday and Sunday, K e lle h e r , c
erg, r g
2
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but it probably will be well below B
C u lle n , lg
S
n
freezing again by Sunday night. In R o s e n s k i, lg
0
0
u
northern New Hampshire the temper
G
F
T
ature for the most part will remain be M . I. T . F r e s h m e n
o llm a n , lg
0
1
1
low freezing and there is at present T
B u llw in k le , r g
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no indication of an approaching thaw. H ie r , c
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Geology Department. K a n g u s , r f

N. H. Ski Team Goes
to S t Sauveur Meet

John Gothreau Wins
N. H. Essay Contest Navy Outclasses
N. H. Boxing Team

Kittens Win Over
M. I. T. Frosh, 41-26

School of Nursing
of Yale University
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New Type of Debate Phi Kappa Phi Will
to be Held March 4 Hold 2nd Initiation
Rudd, Kidder and Goodwin of Seniors March 5

Will Present the NH
Side of Question

Nine Students Chosen for
National Scholastic
A t 8 o’clock on Monday evening,
Fraternity
March 4, there will be an exhibition
debate between New Hampshire Uni
versity and Bates, in the Commons
Organization room.
Dean of Men, Norman Alexander
will preside as chairman with Ralph
C. Rudd, Maurice A. Kidder, and Delmar Goodwin presenting the New
Hampshire side.
The debate will be very different
from the usual type in that it will be
in the form of an informal cross-ex
amination, much like a court scene.
It is called the “ Modified Oregon
plan.”
The first speaker for each
team will deliver a fifteen minute
speech as a presentation of the whole
argument. The second speakers will
use about twelve minutes each to
cross-examine the preceding speak
ers and the third member of each
team will present a summary for his
side.
This plan of debating allows more
entertainment for the audience and
since less strategy will be noticed, the
usual tenseness may be absent. The
success of the idea is greatly de
pendent on the presiding chairman.

TRUMP
the ACE!

A million men consider
Arrow TRUMP the ace
o f all American shirts!
It’s the largest-selling,
most popular shirt of
them all . . . which, we
think, is eloquent testi
mony to its style and its
value. We’d like to show
y o u T r u m p . White and
colors—
$J95
BRAD

M clN T IR E

Clubs on Campus
Serve Interests
of Many Groups

N. H. DEBATES STANFORD
An enthusiastic audience attended
the debate between the University of
New Hampshire and Stanford Lfni
versity, Monday night in Murkland
Auditorium and heard both sides pre
sent its ideas on the “ International
Shipment of Munitions.”
The New Hampshire men upheld
the traditions of its predecessors and
presented their argument in a clear
manner. The Stanford men were well
used to the art of stage presentation
and their frequent jokes, were an
added feature of the debate. A tour
of the United States to different uni
versities provided them with a care
free stage manner which was hard to
break by debate.
The speakers of the evening were
introduced by Chairman Ralph
Rudd. The first speaker was Robert
A. Grantier of Stanford who was fol
lowed by Maurice A. Kidder of New
Hampshire’s negative team. John P,
McFarland of Stanford was next and
Delmar Goodwin closed the argument
for New Hampshire.
The debate was presented under an
arrangement by which there were no
judges and therefore no decision. This
is a policy which was favored by both
teams and is a plan which is widely Island University. This time Miss
used in intercollegiate forensics.
Rosamond Emerson, Miss Aino Ro
sander, and Miss Doris Goodwin car
RADIO DEBATE HEARD
ried the New Hampshire banner in
forensic competition.
Wednesday afternoon, February 27
Saturday March 2, Miss Marjorie
New Hampshire’s affirmative debat
ers Van Buren Hopps arid Willard C Beck and Miss Veronica Doe will pre
Wells led by Captain Jesse B. Flans sent a debate over radio station
burg debated fo r the radio audience W FEA of Manchester from four to
of WNAC during the afternoon from five o’clock. This debate will be with
three to four o’clock against a team William and Mary College.
from Puerto Rico.
On Monday morning, March 4, New
The University of Puerto Rico was Hampshire women, Miss Doris Good
represented by Arthur Morales-Car- win, Miss Rosamond Emerson, and
rion, Francisco Ponsa-Feliu and Cas Miss Aino Rosander will meet the
par Riveria-Cestere, all law students. Keene Normal debaters at Keene.
This team, with Otto Riefkohl, de
bated with Boston University
Tuesday morning.
The Puerto Rico men presented a
clear picture of the munitions ques
tion and were decisive in their argu
ments. The New Hampshire men
showed careful preparation and a fine
understanding o f the question.

Many organizations on the campus
are seeking to interest students in
acquiring knowledge beyond the re
quired courses. Social programs are
arranged, but something beyond mere
recreation is offered by those organ
izations that have a reason for ex'
istence.
The Folio Club
The Folio Club developed in 1932
33 from the short story course, be
cause a number of students interested
in writing and in discussion o f read'
ings felt a need for such a group.
The club is extremely informal and
includes every class and every so
cial group. Interest in creative writ
ing, in reading contemporary short
stories, poetry and essays, and in
literature and social changes is being
developed by the group. Meetings
are held Monday evenings at the
home of Professor Carroll S. Towle.
The older members and Mr. Towle
invite those who are interested to at
tend.
The E rato Club
Membership in the Erato Club is
restricted to nine students who are
selected upon the merits of their
written verse. The writing o f poetry
as well as its study is promoted by
the group. In 1931, Mr. Barton
Hills, form er instructor o f English,
organized the club which is now car
ried on by Dr. Denver E. Baughan
with meeting at his home on every
other Friday evening. There is read
ing of original verse by the members
at each meeting, and also a discussion
o f a book o f verse as Edna St. Vin
cent Millay’s new book which was
N. H. WOMEN ACTIVE
discussed at a recent meeting. It is
February 26, the New Hampshire
to Erato and Folio that the Student
W riter is chiefly indebted for its ex women’s negative debating team met
cellence as an undergraduate publica Emerson College in debate at Boston.
Miss Mary Bateman, Miss Aino
tion.
Rosander, and Miss Doris Goodwin
Book and Scroll
presented the New Hampshire view
Book and Scroll, the honorary lit
point o f the question the “ Interna
erary society founded by students
majoring in English, began its exist tional Shipment of Munitions.”
February 27, the women went to
ence in 1916 with a membership of
approximately ten, all women, under Rhode Island to debate with Rhode
the leadership of Phillis M. Blan
chard, ’17, (now Dr. Phyllis Blan
chard of Philadelphia, Pa.) The this way German students have an
opportunity to speak and to hear Ger
purpose of the meetings which were man.
held every two weeks was to read
and criticize verse written by the un The Latin Club
The object of the Latin Club is to
dergraduate members. Among
honorary members are the noted poet, acquaint Latin students with methods
Anna Hempstead Branch, and the of running Latin clubs in high
much beloved critic and teacher, W il schools and to acquaint them with
liam Lyon Phelps. A fter an interval art, history, and literature in addi
of four or five years, membership tion to that which they receive in
was extended to young men as well as their courses. The club meets when
to young women. Also a scholastic some program of interest has been
requirement was demanded of pros arranged such as an illustrated lec
pective members; namely, an average ture which may pertain to topics of
of 85 in three English courses, or an daily life and arts and architectures
average of 80 in such courses if the as well as Latin literature.
candidate was not majoring in Eng The French Club
lish. A t the present time, the orig
The French Club is a conversa
inal objectives of Book and Scroll tional group which operates entirely
have been assumed by the societies to acquire greater proficiency in the
Erato and Folio.
use o f the French language. The
The German Club
group now meets twice a week at the
A study of the German drama and home of Professor Grigaut. The lan
the spoken language is being under guage department adopted frequent
taken by the German Club which meetings at the request o f certain
students particularly interested in
learning to speak the language more
nom e

o il

iv io n u a y
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The local chapter of Phi Kappa
Phi, national scholastic fraternity,
will hold its second initiation fo r this
year on Tuesday evening, March 5.
Dr. Curtis Hidden Page will lecture,
following the initiation and banquet,
on the subject of Japan and Poetry.
Nine members of the senior class
will be initiated at the meeting in the
Commons Organization Room at 5:4 5 .
These seniors are: Alice Putney, Dur
ham; Roger P. Brassard, Laconia;
Elizabeth Scudder, Durham; Bertha
Chapman, Groveton; Chester F. Per
kins, Laconia; Grace Hilliard, Pitts
burg; Clayton Barnard, Keene; Terry
Lapeza, Nashua; and William Isherwood, Berlin.
The initiation ceremony will be fol
lowed by a banquet in the President’s
Dining Room. Mrs. Lucinda P. Smith,
president of the chapter, will preside
as toastmaster; and speeches will be
given by John Starie, for the chapter,
and Roger Brassard for the initiates.
Following the banquet, a semi-open
meeting will be held in the Organiza
tion room, where Dr. Page will speak.
Members of various honorary clubs
and fraternities have been invited to
attend the lecture.
Dr. Curtis Hidden Page is a native
of Missouri. After taking his A. B.
from Harvard in 1890, he studied at
several universities, including the
University o f Paris. He received his
Ph. D. from Princeton in 1894. Dr.
Page has taught in many colleges, in
cluding Western Reserve, Harvard,
Columbia, and Northwestern. In 1911,
he was appointed professor of Eng
lish Language and Literature at
Dartmouth College. He is now serv
ing as president of the Poetry Soci
ety o f America and as vice-president
of the Poetry Society of England. He
is widely known as a translator of
French classics, and is recognized as
an authority on Japanese Poetry. He
is editor and translator of an an
thology of Japanese Poets.
The arrangements for this initia
tion have been in the hands of a stu
dent committee, composed of Edna
Dickey, chairman, Dorothy Richard
son, Nathaniel Eiseman, John Starie,
Kendrick French, Laton Henderson,
and Maurice Kidder.

/kSOCIEIY
Theta Upsilon
Tau chapter had the pleasure of
entertaining Mrs. William Fletcher,
the national president o f Tljeta Up
silon, at the chapter house the early
part of this week. A tea was given
in her honor at the house on Sunday
afternoon.
Tau chapter celebrated its Courtesy
day by inviting the presidents of all
the sororities on campus and the
president of Pan Hellenic to dinner
Thursday evening.
Miss Charlotte Boothroyd was a
luncheon guest at the chapter house
on Friday.
Miss Lucille Libby, who is practice
teaching in Manchester, was a recent
visitor at the chapter house.

5 BROADWAY
DOVER

CHOPS, STEAKS— 25c

Next to the Theatre
DURHAM

Fine Foods Served at All Honrs

Cigars, Tobacco, Candy
Magazines, Newspapers

Program Week o f March 3
SUNDAY - MONDAY
George Raft, Carole Lombard

“Rumba”

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

“All the King’s Horses”
Carl Brisson, Mary Ellis
THURSDAY

“The Right to Live”
George Brent
Josephine Hutchingson
FRIDAY

“The Gay Bride”
Carole Lombard, Chester Norris
SATURDAY

“Car No. 99”
Fred MacMurray, Ann Sheridan
Popeye - Serial

o f Walter T. Ackerman; Entomology
in charge of Dr. Walter C. O’Kane;
Forestry, headed up by Karl W. Wood
ward; Horticulture in charge of Dr.
George F. Potter; and Poultry in
charge of T. B. Charles.

the cigarette that's milder
the cigarette that tastes better

Handling Turkish tobacco
the Liggett & Myers modern
factory at Smyrna, Turkey.

(Q n

fix . CUA- —
M O N DAY

W EDNESDAY

SATURDAY

L U C R E Z IA
BORI

L IL Y
PON S

R IC H A R D
BONELLI

KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P.

48 Main S t,

M
N. H.
420

Then it is put away to age in its
own climate for two years or more
to make it milder and better-tasting.
When you blend and cross-blend
the right kinds of aromatic Turkish
tobacco with mild ripe home-grown
tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield
you have . . .

Strafford National Bank, Dover, N. H.

Good Food—
Served Right—
At the Right Price

M
D O VER,
T E L.

Here the spicy, aromatic Turkish
leaf is sorted and graded under the
eyes of our own tobacco men.

DOVER, N. H.

Grants
afp
IIIulll O H
UulG

\ U

A n d at Smyrna Chesterfield
has built the most modern to
bacco plant in the Near East.

Where a Student Meets a Student

Forest’s Diner

L IT T L E S H O P

"V^TTE have buyers in all the to^ * bacco markets of Turkey and
Greece, including Xanthi, Cavalla,
Smyrna and Samsoun.

E. R. MCCLINTOCK

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent
American Express Traveler’s Checks for Sale

have a whole
lo t
to
do
with the case!
B e c a u s e ,
of course,
CLOTHES
M A K E the
GIRL if they don’t her brother.
Join the N AVY — 'remember,
dusty
pink
has
a
rosy
FUTURE— break out merrily
in PRINT. And buy ADVANCE
frocks in the Little Shop, so
they’ll get smarter ’n’ smarter
as spring goes on.
(N. B.—
only $5.95.)

The selection, buying and preparation of
the right kinds of Turkish tobaccos
for making Chesterfield Cigarettes is
a business in itself . . .

Diamond Jeweler and Registered Optometrist

MEALS AT AN Y HOUR— 25c

The
Fashions
that
Bloom |
for the
Spring
tra-la-

Director Kendall

flu e n t ly .

C H A R L E ’S C A F E

Phi Delta Upsilon
Last Friday night the local chapter
house held a faculty club card party.
Thirty members were present. The
first prize went to Professor Claire
Swonger and the second prize to Mr.
Ned Elliot.
Friday, February 22, a late victrola
party was held at Smith Hall dormi
tory.
The chaperons were: Mrs.
Hauslein, Mrs. Howes, Mrs. Ritzman
and Mrs. Morgan.

Theta Chi
Melvin Chase, ’32, James Woodman,
Kappa Sigma
’36, and George Blanchard, ’32, have
Lyle Farrel, ’30, and Holland
visited the house during the past
Dresser, ’31, of Andover were chap
week.
The following members have been ter visitors over the week-end.
Beta Kappa of Kappa Sigma takes
elected to offices fo r the coming year:
president, William Kidder; vice-presi- pleasure in announcing the pledging
Alpha Chi Omega
of
James Balloch, ’38, of Manchester,
dent,
William
Weir;
secretary,
Richard
Natalie Hadlock, Nancy Powers
and Katherine Barnes were guests Messer; treasurer, Cosmos Aliapoulos. and Charles Costa, ’37, of Lawrence.
William,
Yale of the History de
There
will
be
a
vie
party
held
at
over the past week-end.
partment, and Mr. and Mrs. McFar
Mildred Doyle and Miriam Taylor the house this evening.
land
of
the
University Greenhouses
of the Kappa Delta house were dinner
were dinner guests this week.
guests on Monday night.
Alpha Tau Omega
Twelve
o
f
the
brothers will attend
Alpha Tau of Alpha Chi Omega is
Brother Harvey Marsh from M. I. the annual district conclave of Kappa
pleased to announce the initiation of T. was a visitor over the week-end.
Sigma
which
will
be held this week
Phyllis Gale on February 26.
Professor Paul Schoedinger was a end at the M. I. T. chapter house in
dinner guest at the chapter house, Boston and the Brown chapter in
Alpha Xi Delta
February 25.
Providence.
June Flanders, Betty Whipple, and
Professor Charles, head of the poul
The Berlin High School basketball
Ruth Kay were initiated last Tuesday try department, was a dinner guest,
team will be guests during the Inter
night.
February 21.
The province president, Mrs. Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Koehaler made scholastic Basketball Tournament.
Cutler Ring, has been a house guest a short visit at the chapter house on
fo r the past few days.
Friday the 22nd and remaine
Folio Club
A successful winter house dance was supper guests.
A t the last few meetings of the
held last Saturday night. Mrs. Towle,
There will be a victrola party in
Mrs. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. Harry O. honor of the freshman pledges Fri Folio Club, the group has been con
Page, and Dean and Mrs. Alexander day night. Dr. and Mrs. McGregor sidering the works o f Max Eastman,
acted as chaperons.
and Mr. and Mrs. Brad Mclntire are particularly because of his interest in
defining literature and its place in the
acting as chaperons.
changing world. The group found
Chi Omega
two most important works, The E n
The winter house dance will be held
Theta Kappa Phi
joym ent o f Poeitry and Artists in
tomorrow night with Lt. and Mrs.
Brothers Bannon, Ahern, Quadros, Uniform, both illuminating and pro
Anderson, Arthur Jones, and Mrs.
vocative.
Bogaert and Leo Scannell attended
Hobbs as chaperons.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Colter were the St. Raphael dance in Manchester,
dinner guests at the house last Thurs Wednesday night.
A vie party will be held Friday
day night.
Mary Winter and Dorothy Wheeler night at the chapter house.
(Continued from Page 1)
The pledges entertained the brothers
from Alpha Chi Omega house were
dinner guests at the Chi Omega house with a minstrel show Wednesday
night.
on Monday.
Barbara Morrill and Lillian West involving over 700 different plots; and
Alma Hyrk and Christine Raices
were dinner guests on Wednesday fall of Chi Omega sorority were din plans are being perfected fo r a soil
ner guests at the Kappa Delta house survey of the entire state in coopera
evening.
tion with the United States Depart
on Monday evening.
ment of Agriculture.
Phi Mu
Many of the investigations have
There was a tea held last Friday,
Theta Upsilon Omega
attracted interest in other countries,
February 22, at the house in order
and requests fo r information come
Theta
Alpha
of
Theta
Upsilon
that the pledges might meet the
Omega announces with pleasure the to the' office literally from all over the
patronesses of Phi Mu.
world.
Betty Hersey, Madlon Pickett of initiation of Clifford L. Parkinson,
The Station has published 278 bul
Alpha X i Delta were dinner guests of ’36, of Salem, New Hampshire, and letins, 43 circulars, 56 technical bul
Howard
G.
Kramer,
’37,
o
f
Ossipee,
the house on Monday evening.
letins, 39 scientific contributions and
New Hampshire.
A victrola party sponsored by the 4 school bulletins covering a wide
Lambda Chi Alpha
will be held this Friday eve range of subjects.
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Blunt and Mr. pledges
Besides the administrative staff
ning.
William DuRie were guests at the
Brother C. C. Barton has been a headed up by President Edward M.
house early this week.
Lewis, Director Kendall, and Executive
guest
at
the
chapter
house
fo
r
the
There will be a victrola party at
Secretary Henry B. Stevens, there
past week.
the house tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Conklin are eleven departments including
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry
were
guests
at
dinner
last
Thursday
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
with Dr. Thomas G. Phillips in charge;
night.
Mr. Wallace Campbell spent the
Agricultural Economics, headed up by
past week-end at the chapter house.
Harry C. Woodworth; Agronomy in
Pan Hellenic
The pledges to Sigma Alpha Epsilon
charge of Ford S. Prince; Animal Hus
were given first degree initiation this
Monday noon the national president bandry in charge of Research Pro
week.
of Theta Upsilon attended the Pan fessor Ernest G. Ritzman; Botany in
Mrs. Gribbon, the house mother, Hellenic lunch. There was a dinner charge of Dr. Ormond R. Butler;
will chaperon a victrola party to be at Tower Tavern Monday night and a Dairy Husbandry in charge of K. S.
held at the house tonight.
Pan Hellenic meeting at the Alpha Morrow; Rural Electricity in charge

1

“ On the Bridge”
424 CENTRAL AVEN UE
-

Tau Kappa Epsilon
A successful vie party was held
last Friday evening at the chapter
house, at which Mr. and Mrs. Conklin
chaperoned.
John McClellan, ’31, was a house
visitor last Monday.
On Thursday, Professor Yale was
a dinner guest and speaker. He dis
cussed General Allenby’s campaign
in Arabia during the World War.

Xi Delta house. The dinner was in
honor of Mrs. Fletcher, who is the
national president of Theta Upsilon.
Mrs. Ring, national inspector of Pi
Lambda Sigma, attended a tea at
Miss Ann Beggs’ home on Main street
from 3:30 to 5:00 o’clock, Tuesday
afternoon.

M. ( e . S.
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